Common genetic hair shaft abnormalities may be visualized by light and electron microscope
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Abstract

**Background:** Abnormalities in keratin gene clusters either acidic cluster or basic cluster leads to hair shaft abnormalities. Hair shaft abnormalities can be divided into those with increased hair fragility or not associated with hair fragility.

**Objective:** Light and electron microscopic studies of hair shaft abnormalities performed to better define the microscopic changes seen in Hair shaft.

**Methods:** Biopsy specimens were obtained from 13 patients, 11 children and 2 adults. The hair follicles were studied by light and electron microscopy.

**Results:** The results show that characteristic light microscopy features of Netherton syndrome, monilethrix, woolly hair syndrome, pili torti, pili annulati and trichothiodystrophy and others may be visualized by light and electron microscopy.

Introduction

Hair shaft abnormalities encompass a group of congenital or acquired alterations which involve the hair shaft. Single gene disorders are characterized by hair abnormalities. Hair changes may be a significant finding or even the initial presentation of a syndrome giving the clue to the diagnosis, in diseases such as trichothiodystrophy or Netherton syndrome [1-3]. They usually lack macroscopic features, which would enable easy diagnosis in medical practice. Thus, the usual diagnostic method is light microscopy and every time about 40 - 50 hairs are plucked to decrease the risk of missing a hair with the characteristic abnormality under light microscope [4]. The aim of this study was to verify whether hair shaft abnormalities may be visualized by light and electron microscope of common genetic hair shaft abnormalities.

Methods: A total of 13 of different hair shaft abnormalities these are (Netherton Syndrome and Monilethrix, Woolly hair syndrome (WHS), Trichothiodystrophy, Acquired progressive kinking of the hair) In all patients, light microscopy evaluation When applicable, polarized light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy were performed considerably higher in the temporal and occipital area (90%), as compared to the vertex and parietal area of the scalp (40%).

Results: The results show that characteristic light microscopy features of Netherton syndrome, monilethrix, woolly hair syndrome, pili torti, pili annulati and trichothiodystrophy and others may be visualized by light and electron microscope. These genetic hair shaft abnormalities are

- Atopy is commonly seen in affected individuals.
- The breakage points consist of intussusceptions of the distal shaft (“ball”) into the proximal shaft (“socket”) due to defective cornification of the cortex. In adults, the scalp hair tends to improve but bamboo defects in the eyebrow and body hair may persist.

Monilethrix

Monilethrix is a term of Greek and Latin derivation meaning “necklace [6] hair”. This disorder is inherited in an autosomal dominant fashion.

- Normal appearing hair at birth,
- Later on, replaced by short fragile brittle hair.
- perifollicular erythema & follicular hyperkeratosis.
- Hair has uniform elliptical nodes of normal thickness and intermittent abnormal constrictions. Monilethrix. Hypotrichosis due to breakage of fragile hairs. Note the small perifollicular papules with scale.

Mutation have been found in the genes that encode K83 and in patients with autosomal recessive form Desmoglein. Usually, the scalp is the only region involved, but in more extensive cases there may be eyebrow, eyelash and nail involvement.
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Woolly hair syndrome (WHS)

Light microscopy revealed ovoid cross sections, 180-degree longitudinal twisting, trichorrhexis nodosa and pili annulate [7,8]. By scanning microscopy examination, the hairs were flat, appearing as oval or irregular on transverse sections with longitudinal and transverse grooves. In the distal end of the cuticle, cells were either damaged or absent, and the cortex and medulla were vacuolated.

Pili torti

- Pili torti is characterized by a flattened shaft and twisting of the hair fiber on its own axis [9].
- Classic pili torti is part of a clinical syndrome.
- with ectodermal abnormalities (keratosis pilaris, nail dystrophies, dental abnormalities).
- Björnstad syndrome associated with sensorineural hearing loss. Acquired pili torti-like hair shaft twisting has been reported in association with anorexia nervosa and oral retinoid therapy.
- Menkes disease is an X-linked recessive disorder of copper metabolism.

Trichothiodystrophy

- an autosomal recessive disorder characterized by sulfur-deficient hair [10].
- marker for a neuroectodermal symptom complex.
- alternating light and dark bands by polarization microscopy.
- PIBIDS refers to a phenotype consisting of: P (photosensitivity), I (ichthyosis), B (brittle hair), I (intellectual impairment with low IQ), D (decreased fertility) and S (short stature).

Acquired curling of the scalp hair

- young men develop curly, frizzy and lusterless hair in the frontotemporal region or vertex of the scalp [11].
- Localized and diffuse forms.
- subsequent progression to androgenetic alopecia.

Loose anagen hair syndrome

- The classic presentation is a young girl with fairly short blond hair that seldom needs cutting [12].
- Anagen hair can be easily and painlessly pulled from the scalp microscopic examination reveals a ruffled proximal cuticle, absence of the root sheath, and a bent matrix
- result from faulty cornification of the inner root sheath. This would then interfere with normal interdigitation of the inner root sheath cuticle with the hair cuticle, leading to poor anchoring.

Pili bifurcati

- This hair fiber anomaly is characterized by bifurcation of the hair fiber at multiple irregular intervals along the shaft [13].
- forming separate rami, which then again fuse.
- Each ramus has its own cuticle.

Pili multigemini

- The term pili multigemini is associated with multiple hair shafts arising from one papilla [14].
- Each hair fiber has its own inner root sheath. But all the fibers are surrounded by a common outer root sheath.
- Multigeminate hairs are usually found in the beard region.

Spun-glass hair (uncombable hair)

- This entity is also known as pili trianguli et canaliculi [15].
- Hair is characteristically stiff and difficult to comb.
- Abnormal keratinization of the internal root sheath is postulated to cause the irregularly shaped hair shafts. Which have a triangular shape on cross-section and a longitudinal groove that is best seen by scanning electron microscopy.

Discussion

The results of this study show that characteristic light microscopy features of most genetic hair shaft abnormalities may be visualized by light microscope and electronic microscope.

The Netherton syndrome is characterized by three major clinical features: ichthyosiform dermatosis (non-bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma or as ichthyosis linearis circumflexa), atopy and a characteristic hair abnormality. Clinically hair appears sparse, dull, brittle and short. The hair shaft abnormality, called bamboo hair or trichorhexisinvaginata is microscopically characterized by an invagination of the distal portion of the hair shaft into its proximal portion forming a “ball in cup” appearance and is considered pathognomonic for Netherton syndrome. Occasionally ragged, cupped proximal hair end may be seen, where the fragile node has fractured. This abnormality is often referred to as “golf-tee hairs” [16,17]. The diagnosis of Netherton syndrome can be difficult. Often, there is no family history and concomitant atopy may lead to misdiagnosis of atopic dermatitis or severe eczema. Differential diagnosis has to include Omenn’s syndrome, generalized seborrheic dermatitis, erythrodermic psoriasis, staphylococcal scaled skin syndrome, non-bullous ichthyosiform erythroderma and atopic dermatitis [18]. The basis for diagnosis is microscopically confirmed trichorrhexis invaginata. Although a single hair with characteristic invagination is sufficient to establish the diagnosis of Netherton syndrome [19].

Monilethrix is an autosomal dominant hair disorder characterized by periodic thinning of hair shafts and a tendency to fracture at constricted points. This abnormality results clinically in hair fragility and patchy dystrophic alopecia [20]. The hairs are seldom longer than 5 to 8 centimeters. The effect of disease on hair is variable and may range even within families from close to normal or mild occipital hair loss to near total alopecia. Other hairy areas, such as the eyebrows, eyelashes, axillary hair, pubic hair and body hair may also be involved. Follicular abnormalities seen in monilethrix range from subtle perifollicular erythema and hyperkeratosis to horny follicular papule formation [21]. Mutations in hair specific keratins, especially hHb1 and hHb6, which are primarily expressed in cortical trichocytes, cause predominantly structure abnormalities of hair cortex. These are in particular multiple constrictions of hair shaft, which alternate with elliptical nodosities [22]. Despite characteristic microscopic findings, the disease is not simple to diagnose in dermatological practice, especially in mild cases of the disease. Recently, a case of a patient with monilethrix has been described, in which the diagnosis was first established at the age of 44.
Electroscopic imaging of the scalp and hair in monilethrix demonstrated an unusual picture of hair shafts with beaded appearance, bended regularly at multiple locations with tendency to curve in different directions, giving it an appearance of a regularly bended ribbon.

The existence of pseudo monilethrix is an issue of controversy. According to some authors pseudo monilethrix is a hereditary hair weakness, in which hair shaft exhibit irregular artifactual thickenings or flattening [23]. Other authors suggest that true pseudo monilethrix does not exist and that sporadic occurrence of irregular hair shaft thickenings is an artifact produced by either procedure of pre-paring hairs for microscopic examination [24] or by excessive use of cosmetic hair care products.

Pili annulati is a rare hair shaft disorder characterized by discrete banding of hairs. The etiopathogenesis of this disorder remains unknown but it is likely to be a single gene defect [25]. It is often an incidental finding with alternating light and dark bands causing a slightly spangled appearance of the hair. The phenotype is variable, with not every hair affected, and with variability along a single hair shaft [26]. There is no association with hair fragility, however Gunter et al observed that with onset of hair thinning due to androgenic alopecia, progressive reduction of hair shaft diameter may cause increased fragility in pili annulata [27]. Light microscopy of pili annulati shows a random pattern of intermittent abnormal cavities. Light bands observed by clinical examination appear as dark bands when imaged by light microscopy. The spangled appearance is due to cortical spacer containing air in the light bands and fluid in the dark bands.

Pili torti is a rare hair shaft dysplasia due to a structural defect in which the hair shafts are flattened or ridged and twisted in their own axis, resulting in the clinical appearance of "corkscrew hairs" and in spontaneous breakage. Pili torti may be associated with many syndromes (Menkes, Bazex or Crandall syndrome) or may occur as an inherited, isolated phenomenon with the onset at birth or in the early months of life [28]. Acquired pili torti have been re-ported after treatment with oral retinoids.

In woolly hair syndrome the term "woolly hair" refers to an abnormal variant of fine, tightly curled hair that often exhibits decreased pigmentation. In 1974, Hutchinson et al. [29] classified woolly hair into 3 variants: woolly hair nevus, autosomal dominant hereditary woolly hair and autosomal recessive familial woolly hair. Since then, woolly hair has also been observed in association with several genetic conditions, especially the Noonan syndrome, which is characterized by congenital heart defect, developmental delay, and in the phenotypically overlapping cardiofaciocutaneous syndrome, in which the hair shafts are flattened or ridged and twisted in their own axis, resulting in the clinical appearance of "corkscrew hairs" and in spontaneous breakage. Pili torti may be associated with many syndromes (Menkes, Bazex or Crandall syndrome) or may occur as an inherited, isolated phenomenon with the onset at birth or in the early months of life [28]. Acquired pili torti have been re-ported after treatment with oral retinoids.

Conclusion
In conclusion, our study shows that in all hair shaft abnormalities with the exception of trichothiodystrophy.

Trichothiodystrophy, or sulfur-deficient brittle hair, identifies a group of rare and complex neurocutaneous disorders with remarkable clinical heterogeneity [33]. Clinical symptoms of trichothiodystrophy vary widely in nature and severity, and the single common feature in all patients is fragile hair. Scalp hairs, eyebrows and eyelashes are brittle, unruly, of variable lengths. With polarizing microscopy, using crossed polarizers, hair shafts show a distinctive hair feature: striking alternating bright and dark bands, often referred to as "tiger tail" banding.

Light microscopy showed hair shafts with an irregular, undulating contour and clean transverse fractures through the hair shaft (trichoschisis). The basis of this undulation is not understood, although it may reflect a weak and unstable internal cortical structure, a consequence of the major reduction in disulfide crosslinking, reflected by the low total sulfur content. Cross-sectional examination of the cuticle in hair shows lack of the excuticle and A layer [34].

The bright and dark bands seen with polarized light correspond to the undulating orientation of the cortical fibers in Trichothiodystrophy. Hair shafts are notably flattened and may fold over like ribbon during the hair mounting process [33].

In general, it has to be pointed out that for investigating a possible hair shaft abnormality ex vivo, an appropriate sample of hairs must be collected. Hairs must be in sufficient amount to provide a reasonable chance of finding relevant positive clues. A sample of 40-50 hairs is usually adequate to allow detection of most significant abnormalities. There are exceptions, and Netherton’s syndrome is one, where repeated samples of several hundred hairs may be needed to confirm the diagnosis.
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